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ABSTRACT
Adaptive reuse is one of familiar method in conservation process. The building 
owner and community nowadays realize about the important of sustain and maintain the 
heritage building in order to parallel with government effort for conserve the heritage 
building. The adaptive reuse of building have their own pros and cons and it also have 
a several factor to be considered to adaptive reuse the building. This is because not all 
the building can be adaptive reuse. The adaptive reuse the building especially pre-war 
shop house converted into hotel need lots of consideration in order to fulfill the 
satisfaction of guest, goal of management, authority and also to the local community 
and surrounding.
This research to achieve several objectives which are to study To study on 
adaptive reused. Besides that, to review the issue or problem occurred in adaptive 
reused shop house. In addition, to identify the adaptive reuse applied in pre-war shop 
house converted into hotel. Lastly is to make the recommendation for adaptive reuse of 
the pre-war shop houses
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